Overview of Asia-North America West Coast (Pacific Northwest)

- Alternative gateway to the U.S. and Canada East Coast via Prince Rupert
- Fast transit and connectivity from Seattle into U.S. mid-west market
- Extensive coverage of Far East ports, with direct and fast transit to Pacific Northwest

**THE APL ADVANTAGE**

**Route lines reflect all port calls in a vessel service, but not necessarily in the exact call sequence.**

Legend:
- NP2*: Pacific Northwest - Loop 2
- NP3*: Pacific Northwest - Loop 3
- NP4*: Pacific Northwest - Loop 4
- WAX*: Pacific Northwest Pendulum

*OCEAN Alliance Service

Westbound port call | Eastbound port call
--- | ---

4 Fixed-day weekly loops
27 Vessels
34 Weekly calls
16 Ports of call

Be empowered with insightful data on your in-transit cargo’s movement and condition. Deploy TRAXENS.

Get compensated in full for goods damaged or lost during transit. Choose Serenity.